ABSTRACT We propose a novel method for seamline determination based on semantic segmentation for aerial image mosaicking. First, we train a convolutional neural network (CNN) for pixel labeling to extract building regions. Using the trained CNN, we create a building probability map from an input aerial image with no pre-processing. We then use Dijkstra's algorithm to find the optimal seamline as a shortest path on the map. We evaluate the quality of the seamlines produced by our method on actual aerial images. Finally, we show that our seamlines never pass through any buildings and compare the effectiveness with the conventional mean-shift segmentation-based method.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many applications that use large aerial images, such as environmental monitoring, map making, and disaster management. However, the size of aerial images that can be captured by a camera at one time is limited by the sensor size. Therefore, aerial images are usually captured with overlapping regions with each other and tiled using the overlaps to construct a large aerial image. The important thing when tiling the images is that the boundaries seem to be natural, which means the boundary lines never cross any buildings. Buildings are generally higher than digital elevation model (DEM) that represents the ground elevation, and so have different appearances in aerial images captured from different viewpoints. If the boundary between two aerial images passes through a building, then the resulting mosaic image can have an unnatural appearance where they join as shown in Fig. 1b . The boundary line is called a seamline in the remote sensing field. Therefore, in this paper, we aim at automatic determination of optimal seamlines that do not cross buildings.
There have been many attempts at automatic seamline determination. One major approach is creating cost maps from input aerial images, and then choosing pixels that pass through the minimum cost path. In conventional work, creating cost maps depends on hand-crafted feature engineering. The simplest way to define the cost map is using the difference of two images. Milgram [1] and Fernandez et al. [2] essentially chose seam points by minimising the differences between pixel intensities on the seamline.
This type of approach implicitly assumes that objects with significant height (e.g. tall buildings) will appear differently in an overlapping region because of the difference in viewpoint, so that small differences in pixel intensity for the same pixel might mean that it is ground or a preferred region that can be passed through by a seamline. However, if there is a large building that spans a large area in an aerial image, the region around the centre of the building may not produce such large differences when the appearance of the roof is flat even though it should not be crossed by the seamline.
Wang et al. [3] and Wan et al. [4] overlaid vector data of roads on an overlapping region of a set of aerial images to build a weighted graph, and calculated the lowest-cost path on the graph to obtain a seamline candidate. Then they finally refined the candidate by considering its surrounding pixels to fix the optimal seamline. Therefore, their method needs correct vector roads as necessary inputs, so that the input aerial images should have the additional data of vector roads, while our method needs only the input aerial images because we extract buildings automatically.
Afek and Brand [5] presented an algorithm that integrates global feature matching algorithms into the process of selecting a seamline, so that they considered not only determining seamlines but also geometric transformation between two aerial images. This type of approach is efficient when the input aerial images are not aligned and not orthogonalised. In this paper, we assume that input aerial images are always orthoimages and preliminary aligned, so that we do not consider geometric transformations as assumed in the conventional method [6] .
Kerschner [7] defined an energy function focusing on colour similarity and texture similarity over an input aerial orthoimage, and searched for the optimal seamline by using snakes [8] , an active contour model. However, this approach still cannot consider the meaning of pixels. If the cost map is not explicitly designed to put higher values on building regions, the small values on the cost map could be found on building regions. It causes that the resulting minimum cost path on such cost map could potentially cross buildings, even if the seamline search method is too sophisticated. Therefore, how to create the cost map is more important problem in seamline determination.
As described above, there are many approaches that use various cost (energy) maps and optimisation methods to determine seamlines. When human experts draw seamlines on overlapping regions of aerial image pairs, they focus on the object type represented by the pixels in the images. Therefore, automatically extracting pixels that belong to objects which should not be crossed by a seamline is desirable, if it can be provided with high accuracy. To extract such pixels, pixel labelling, namely, semantic segmentation of the aerial images is necessary.
The segmentation-based method for aerial image mosaicking has been presented in Pan et al. [6] . They proposed a seamline determination method based on a cost map calculated by mean-shift segmentation. However, mean-shift segmentation requires some sensitive parameters for implementation on input aerial images, such as a bandwidth parameter. Furthermore, this method requires preferred regions to be determined from input images using the results of mean-shift segmentation. The preferred regions are defined as segments larger than a specified size parameter s T that is chosen manually according to the actual size of the largest objects in the target aerial images. The preferred regions are expected not to include objects such as buildings because of the assumption that most objects are smaller than roads or grassed areas and thus belong to smaller segments. However, buildings are not always smaller than roads or fields, especially in urban areas.
Therefore, although segmentation is used in [6] to create cost maps, they did not consider the meaning of pixels because object-based recognition is a very difficult task, and instead applied mean-shift segmentation which only considers the similarity between colours. However, we achieve the difficult task of semantic segmentation by training a convolutional neural network (CNN) using large scale aerial image datasets.
Furthermore, as mentioned in [6] , the conventional method depends strongly on the parameters selected for mean-shift segmentation. Another problem is that the size threshold for selecting preferred regions needs to be chosen manually for each input image.
In this paper, we propose a new cost map calculation method based on the results of semantic segmentation that considers the meaning of pixels. Our method uses a CNN to generate a building probability map that is used as a cost map. The CNN is trained on a dataset consisted of many aerial orthoimages and corresponding building mask images. Once the CNN is trained, we never need to select parameters to perform semantic segmentation on an aerial image when using the trained CNN. We then find the shortest path on the cost map as in the conventional method [6] by applying Dijkstra's algorithm [9] . Finally, we perform our proposed method and the conventional method on 15 sets of aerial images that have overlapping regions and cover larger areas compared to the images used for the evaluation of the conventional method in Pan et al. [6] . Then we show that our seamlines never cross any buildings, while the seamlines produced by the conventional method pass through many buildings. 
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The process flow for our method is shown in Fig. 2 . Our goal is to determine the optimal seamline in an overlapping region between two aerial images. As shown in Fig. 3 , once two aerial images are given, an overlapping region is uniquely found and the start/end points of a seamline are also determined as the crossing points of these images. Therefore, the objective is to find the minimum cost path between the start point and the end point inside the overlapping region. Thus, the cost map matters. We assume that the optimal seamline never crosses any buildings, so we design the cost map as a building probability map.
We propose a new cost map that uses the results of semantic segmentation. To perform semantic segmentation, we train a CNN to obtain a mapping from raw pixel values in an aerial image to a building probability map. We first prepare a dataset that includes 127 aerial images and corresponding building label images. The resolution of all these images is 0.5 m 2 /pixel. This dataset covers roughly 625 km 2 . All of the building labels are binary and have a 1 for a pixel that belongs to building and a 0 for a background pixel. The dataset is divided into two groups, 121 training images and six test images. An example pair of an aerial image and the corresponding label image chosen from the test dataset is shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c . We train a CNN called VGG-16 that has the architecture proposed by Simonyan and Zisserman [10] . Table 1 shows the network configuration. This table follows the method of summarising the network configuration used in Parkhi et al. [11] . In this table, the only layers that have trainable parameters are underlined.
We formulate the segmentation task for a large image with a patch-based approach [12] , so that the input image is a w s × w s -sized three channel colour patch, and the output from the CNN is a w m × w m -sized single-channel patch. Each pixel x i at location i in the output patch is converted into a probability using a sigmoid functionm i = 1/ (1 + exp(−x i )), wherem i denotes a predicted label probability at pixel location i. Once a w s × w s -sized aerial image patch s is given, the CNN estimates the building probability p(m = 1|s), wherem denotes a correct label patch. Here, we assume that all pixels in the estimated patch are independent of each other, so the objective probability is defined as below:
where p(m i |s) denotes a building probability at pixel i, and is defined using a Bernoulli distribution:
Therefore, to maximise the probability described in Eq. 1, we minimise the negative log-likelihood defined below:
wherem i is the correct label at pixel i. In this paper, all aerial images in the training set are divided into 128 × 128-sized patches, so that w s = 128, and we set the output patch size to be w m = 32. Setting the size of an output patch to be smaller than that of an input patch improves the performance because of context utilization [13] . The original form of the output layer of VGG-16 is a 1000-dimensional vector for image classification, so we modify the output layer with a fully-connected layer that has 1024 units. The output layer is always reshaped to a 32 × 32-sized single channel patch immediately after feed-forwarding. We train all parameters in the CNN end-to-end by minimising the negative log-likelihood (Eq. 3) using mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with momentum. During training, we reduce the learning rate by multiplying by a fixed reduction rate every τ iterations. Furthermore, we regularise the network using L2 weight decay. Therefore, the hyper-parameters in the learning stage are the mini-batch size, the learning rate (LR) η, the LR reduction rate γ , the LR reduction frequency τ , the weight of the momentum term α, and the weight of the L2 weight decay β. The learning rate η starts from η 0 , and we use these values for all experiments in this paper: η 0 = 0.0005, τ = 10 4 , γ = 0.1, α = 0.9, β = 0.0005, and the mini-batch size is 64. All of these values except the mini-batch size are completely the same as those used in Saito and Aoki [12] and Mnih [13] .
Following this patch-based formulation, this CNN can produce a predicted building probability map from a raw aerial image input. Therefore, there is no need to perform preprocessing on input images. Fig. 4a shows an example input image. Fig. 4b shows the output building probability map. Fig. 4c shows the correct binary label map. The output building probability map is created by tiling the output patches of the CNN.
We create two building probability maps from both overlapping regions from Image A and Image B, as shown in Fig. 3 , using the trained CNN. We then combine the two resulting maps by adding them and create a single cost map as shown in Fig. 6b . A pixel in this integrated cost map would have a large value (the maximum value is 2) when its location is considered as belonging to a building from the viewpoints of both input images A and B. We then convert this integrated cost map into a graph that treats each pixel as a node. All eight neighbour nodes are connected as shown in Fig. 5 . A weight between two nodes C i,j (i = j) is defined as below: Note that, in the integrated cost map, all pixel values are positive. Hence, we can finally calculate the shortest path on this graph using Dijkstra's algorithm [9] . The start point and end point are fixed beforehand according to the crossing points as shown in Fig. 3 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first evaluate our semantic segmentation method for building extraction on the aerial images and building label dataset. The evaluation metric is relaxed precision and recall. Relaxed precision is defined as the fraction of detected pixels that are within ρ pixels of a true pixel, while relaxed recall is defined as the fraction of true pixels that are within ρ pixels of a detected pixel. Relaxing the precision and recall in this manner is also used in Saito and Aoki [12] , Mnih [13] , and Wiedemann et al. [14] . In all experiments in those papers, the slack parameter ρ is set to 3, but we use ρ = 6 because the resolution of our input aerial images is twice the resolution of the images used in these other papers. This makes it comparable in terms of the ground measurement because in both errors within 3 m are allowed. We then summarise the relaxed precision and recall values over 256 different thresholds with a single recall at the breakeven point.
The recall at the breakeven point on the test dataset was 0.9984 with ρ = 6. Additionally, the values were 0.9969 for ρ = 3 and 0.8680 for ρ = 0. ρ = 0 indicates exact precision and recall. These results show that our CNN can predict building pixels very accurately. An example result is shown in Fig. 4b . A pixel in a predicted label image that is the result of semantic segmentation performed by our trained CNN denotes the probability the pixel belongs to a building. Therefore, all pixels have values ranging from 0 to 1, which are always positive.
To evaluate our seamline determination method and compare it with the conventional method in Pan et al. [6] , we prepared 15 aerial image pairs that have overlapping regions. All of these images have a resolution of 0.5 m 2 /pix, and the overlapping regions in the aerial image pairs cover roughly 6.6 km 2 . This is larger area than the test image used in the paper where the conventional method was proposed [6] .
We perform semantic segmentation for all overlapping region pairs. We obtain cost maps of both overlapping regions for an aerial image pair and combine them to generate an integrated cost map as shown in Fig. 6b . We then calculate the shortest path on the integrated cost map. The start/end nodes are selected as the intersection points of image boundaries for two input aerial images as shown in Fig. 3 . All pixels in the cost map are converted into connected nodes, that is, a graph (see Fig. 5 ). We perform Dijkstra's algorithm [9] to find the shortest path between the start node and the end node. The resulting path is considered to be a seamline. An example result is shown as the red line in Fig. 6a . We performed this seamline determination method for all 15 integrated cost maps. To evaluate the quality of seamlines, we projected the resulting seamlines onto the original aerial images such as Fig. 6a and counted the number of buildings that are passed through by the resulting seamline. Then, as shown in Table 2 , we found that none of the seamlines determined by our method pass through any buildings in this case.
Finally, we apply the conventional method proposed by Pan et al. [6] to compare the results with ours. They used images that have the same resolution (0.5 m 2 /pix) as our experiments, so we used the same mean-shift parameters VOLUME 3, 2015 FIGURE 6. Experimental results. (a) The green line and the red line show the seamline found by the conventional method [6] and the seamline found by our method, respectively. Both seamlines are drawn on an input aerial image. (b) The grey line shows the seamline calculated on a predicted building probability map. (c) The red line shows the seamline determined using the conventional method [6] . The seamline is drawn on a cost map calculated by the conventional method. (d) The final mosaic image that used the seamline found by the conventional method [6] . (e) The final mosaic image that used the seamline found by our method.
in their method. We first used the Edge Detection and Image SegmentatiON (EDISON) library [15] to perform mean-shift segmentation over all aerial images.
The parameters for mean-shift using EDISON were chosen to be the same as in the conventional method, namely, (h s , h r , M ) = (6, 5.5, 15), where (h s , h r ) are bandwidth parameters and M is the least significant feature size used in the library. We then extracted the preferred regions, defined as segments that have size larger than s T , appearing in the results for EDISON. The parameter s T is defined as width × height for the bounding box of the largest object segment. However, in the paper that proposed the conventional method [6] , the determination of s T was unclear. Pan et al. [6] mentioned that s T can be estimated from the actual size of the largest object in the ground coverage, but the actual size of the largest object varies depending on the input aerial image. Therefore, we looked for the largest building in all 15 overlapping region pairs. We found that the bounding box for the largest building was 167 × 248 pix 2 , so we used s T = 167 × 248 = 41416. We converted all the pairs of aerial images into huesaturation-value (HSV) colour space and extracted the value (V) channel representing the brightness of each pixel in the images. Then a cost map was calculated as the absolute difference between the two aerial images across the value (V) channels. According to [6] , all difference values in the preferred regions of a cost map are multiplied by 0.01, so that segments larger than s T have smaller costs in the resulting cost map. We then perform Dijkstra's algorithm in the same way as [6] on the calculated cost maps. An example result is shown as the green line in Fig. 6a . We also counted the number of buildings that are passed through by the seamlines found by the conventional method. As shown in Table 2 , the seamlines passed through 54 buildings within the 15 aerial images.
Furthermore, to investigate the effect of the value of s T , we tested ten different values ranging from 1000 to 200000. The average number of buildings that are passed through by the seamlines found by the conventional method with the different s T values was 54.5 and the standard deviation was 2.33. The minimum and maximum were 51 and 57, respectively. The small variance indicates that the actual value of s T does not have a big impact on performance.
The third column of Table 2 shows the elapsed times for solving the shortest path problem over all 15 cost maps generated by each method. The computational complexity for finding the shortest path does not differ much between the two methods in terms of worst-time complexity, because both methods use Dijkstra's algorithm to solve the problem. The measurement environment for the elapsed times shown in Table 2 was an Intel Core i7-5960X (3.00 GHz) CPU with 64 GB memory. Fig. 8a . In the right-most yellow rectangle, the green line drawn by the conventional method passes through a large building even though the ground beside the building is larger. Fig. 7 shows some of the resulting seamlines. The green lines are found by the conventional method, while the red lines are found by our method. As shown in these figures, some buildings have similar colours as the surrounding ground or span larger areas than neighbouring ground that looks like parking areas. Also, all such buildings are larger than the houses in the residential area. These observations may be the reason why those regions are not considered to be preferred regions and are passed through by the seamlines as a result. However, our semantic segmentation method correctly extracted all the buildings enclosed by light blue lines, so that all red lines in Fig. 7 avoid passing through any buildings. The preferred regions based on mean-shift segmentation might treat all of the large regions filled with similar colours to be non-object even if they are actually large buildings, because mean-shift segmentation does not consider the meaning of pixels.
IV. DISCUSSION
An example of the final mosaicking results are shown in Fig. 6d and Fig. 6a . The former is the result obtained by using a seamline found by the conventional method, while the latter is generated using the seamline found by our method. In Fig. 6d , there are two unusual appearance around two large buildings. Both are caused by the seamline that passes through those buildings, while the our result shows natural appearance around them. Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b show some further examples. Buildings detected by our method are filled with blue. The green lines and the red lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 7 . The yellow rectangles show the areas that have buildings that are passed through by the green seamline.
As shown in Fig. 8a , the red line crosses many parking areas and roads appeared in the upper area of this figure, while the lower area of this figure is covered by many houses and buildings. In this aerial image, reaching the wide road located on the right side is crucial when choosing the path for a seamline. The red line successfully avoids the residential area and, with the help of accurate building extraction results, passes through the sparse zones that can be seen in the upper half of this figure.
In Fig. 8b , the green line suddenly goes through a residential area after crossing the bridge located in the centre of this figure. This is because there are many shadows cast on the road in the centre of this figure to the right side of the bridge, so that the cost values in this region of the difference image for the two original aerial images used as the basis for the cost map for the conventional method are large. Because the two aerial images are captured at different time, shadows could appear only in either of the aerial image pair. Therefore, calculating difference of pixel intensities of those images could make shadow regions have high cost. However, our semantic segmentation method succeeded in finding only buildings without being affected by shadows. Therefore the cost values on the road are small in our method. This is why the red line succeeded to pass through the wide road located on the right side of the bridge. Furthermore, there is a large building that appears to be an elementary school beside a school field on the right side of this figure (enclosed by the rightmost yellow rectangle), but the green line crosses through the building. This is another example caused by the fundamental flaw of the preferred region-based approach.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new cost map for determining seamlines with the semantic segmentation approach. It has been believed that extracting ground objects accurately is difficult, but we have showed that it can be achieved by using a CNN that has been successfully trained on a large dataset consisting of many aerial images and corresponding object label images. The trained CNN can extract buildings accurately from raw pixel values with no pre-processing. Therefore, there is no need to design hand-crafted features to create cost maps. We focused on avoiding the crossing of buildings in this paper, and achieved the determination of seamlines that never pass through buildings by applying Dijkstra's algorithm to determine paths on the predicted building probability maps. If the cost map is designed in a sophisticated manner, then the seamline determination algorithm may be simpler. Therefore, the segmentation-based approach for seamline determination is promising as mentioned in Pan et al. [6] . However, the semantic segmentationbased approach is more effective as shown in this paper. 
